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Astronomical Literature	

What	 does	 this	 
mean??	 

“Secular” galaxy evolution: the 
processes and changes that occur 
in the absence of major 
interactions with other galaxies.	


Definition of “secular” according 
to Merriam-Webster:	


•  Secular galaxy 
evolution: slow, 
steady evolution of a 
galaxy.  Dramatic 
events (e.g., merger 
with another galaxy) 
tend to occur rapidly. 
Secular processes are 
slow and gentle…	


•  1a: of or relating to the 
worldly or temporal b: 
not overtly religious 
… 2c: of or relating to 
a long term of 
indefinite duration	


The modern approach to theory: supercomputer simulations	

Nowadays, supercomputers are relatively inexpensive…	
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The observed “Cartwheel” galaxy	
 Another example of a collisional ring galaxy	


These morphological features can be reproduced with	

computer simulations:	


Astronomical Literature	

1. Lay level sources	


•  Standard library sources (you’ve used these 
for years...)	

– http://www.library.umass.edu/	


•  Five College Catalog 	

•  Google Scholar	

•  ARI Bibliographical Database for 

Astronomical References (1899 - 2000)	

•  Digital Dissertations	

•  UMA WorldCat	
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1. Lay level sources	

•  Standard library sources (you’ve used these for 

years...)	

–  http://www.library.umass.edu/	


•  Astronomy magazine web pages and archives are 
(at least partially) open and searchable, e.g.,	

–  http://skyandtelescope.com/news/
–  http://www.astronomy.com/

•  On-line news sources, e.g.,	

– http://www.npr.org
– http://news.bbc.co.uk
– http://space.com

Remember:	 these	 
sources	 are	 good	 
starting	 points,	 but	 	 
you	 should	 track	 
down	 related	 higher-	 
level	 literature	 for	 
your	 papers.	 

2. Somewhat higher level sources	

•  Magazines or journals targeting broad audiences 

with good science education, e.g.,	

–  Scientific American	

–  Nature (http://www.nature.com) 	

–  Science (http://www.sciencemag.org)	


2. Somewhat higher level sources	

•  Magazines or journals targeting broad audiences 

with good science education, e.g.,	

–  Scientific American	

–  Nature (http://www.nature.com) 	

–  Science (http://www.sciencemag.org)	


•  On-line (and hardcopy) specialized encyclopedias, 
targeted books/textbooks, e.g.,	

–  Encyclopedia of Astronomy & Astrophysics (
http://eaa.iop.org)	


–  Arizona planetary science series	
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3. Academic literature	

•  Best gig in town: NASA Astrophysics Data System 	

– http://adswww.harvard.edu	


•  Data and literature: NASA Extragalactic Database 	

– http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/

•  Data and literature: SIMBAD Database 	

– http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/Simbad

•  Review papers: Annual Reviews (e.g., Annual Reviews 
of Astronomy & Astrophysics)	

– http://www.annualreviews.org/

•  Journal web pages, e.g., Astrophysical Journal	

– http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/ApJ
– http://iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X

3. Academic literature	

•  Most new research in astronomy is published in the 

following journals:	

–  Astrophysical Journal	

–  Astrophysical Journal Letters	

–  Astrophysical Journal Supplements	

–  Astronomical Journal	

–  Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society	

–  Astronomy & Astrophysics	


•  Other journals are more minor but are perfectly acceptable 
sources:	

–  Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan	

–  Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific	

–  Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia	

–  Acta Astronomica 	

–  Astrophysics & Space Science	

–  New Astronomy	


3. Academic literature	

•  Hot off the press: arXiv.org 	

– http://arxiv.org	


This is now the primary tool for dissemination of the latest	

physics and astrophysics papers.	


If you are pursuing a career in physics/astronomy research,	

it is highly worthwhile to have a look at the papers posted	

daily on this web page…	


4. Etc.	

•  Project web pages are often packed with info, e.g., 	

– http://www.stsci.edu	


Remember	 to	 be	 careful	 with	 random	 web	 
pages...	 	 some	 of	 the	 stuff	 out	 there	 is	 
pretty	 ropey!	 

Your homework due next 
Thursday (Feb. 14)	


•  Find at least three scholarly references that 
are relevant to the research paper that you 
are preparing	


•  Send me an email listing the sources	

•  Provide some brief notes about why this 

looks like good material and how you found 
it	



